
EFT Out of Balance

When you create a Vendor EFT, you realize that your EFT total does not match the funds that
your fuel vendor drafted.  This may be caused by :

1. The amount of the AP invoice in Petro-Data is different from amount on EFT. 
2. The AP invoice in Petro-Data shows a zero balance.
3. The invoice in Petro-Data has a difference of a few pennies from the EFT. This is normally

due to a rounding difference.  There is no need to look for only a few pennies. Add line
MISC line to your EFT and enter the pennies to make your EFT match.

Research Invoice Differences (problem 1 & 2 above).

AP, Reports, AP Distribution Report

1. Select the period for Current or History.
2. Choose ‘D’ for a detail report.
3. Choose to search by date or batch

numbers.
4. Enter the date or batch range.
5. Select ‘V’ to search for one vendor.
6. Enter the Vendor name.  Select ‘Y’ to

accept this vendor.
7. The vendor you selected will display on

this page.
8. Choose ‘I’ to sort by Invoice number.



Find the invoice in the Distribution report. 
Compare the amounts from Petro-Data to the
vendor invoice.

In many cases, the discount is incorrect or
missing.  You can fix this in the EFT Entry
screen.  The procedure is described below.

If the vendor billed you a rate per gallon that
is very different from your invoice, check the
rack amounts in Petro-Data to the vendor web
site.  

If your rack price is wrong, you will need to
correct the BOL.  There are different
procedures to correct a current month BOL vs
a prior month BOL.

If you rack price is correct, contact your
vendor and ask them to correct the invoice
and their EFT.



Correct Discounts or Adjust EFT for very
Small Amounts

AP, EFTs, New EFT Entry

First select any invoices and credit cards that
match your vendor’s EFT.   To enter an
amount to balance the EFT, the following:

1. Click Add Line
2. Enter type ‘M’ for Miscellaneous.
3. Enter a unique reference number.
4. Enter a description for the transaction.
5. Enter the amount needed to balance the

EFT.
6. Select the Purchase Discount GL Account

number.

Click OK.
Make sure the EFT is in balance with the
bank transaction and the field ‘ADD’ is zero.

PrePost and Update the EFT.


